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Dragon Lovers
She's pregnant and he's determined to have her under his roof and in his bedno
matter the cost! Reese can't get the delectable she-wolf Jane Coleman out of his
mind. They shared one passionate night on a Ft. Lauderdale beach and she
disappeared by morning. He should forget her, but his wolf won't let him dismiss
the memories of her silken skin, lush curves, and seductive smile. Even as he fights
to keep his lands out of the hands of a rival pack, he can't suppress his constant
craving for the female werewolf. The last place he expects to find the alluring
stranger is at the side of his sworn enemy-her father. He should crush her father
and walk away, but one sniff changes Reese's plans. Jane is pregnant with his pup
and he will have them both!

A Very Shifty Christmas
NOW A TOP 25 AMAZON BESTSELLER RhiannonThings change. Sometimes not for
the better. Xavier is no longer the maid's son. Or my best friend. Now he's wealthy
and powerful--the dark don, in charge of one of the largest corporations in the
world. I never expected the boy who always saved me to be the man who kidnaps
me. XavierSome things never change. Rhiannon is still as fiery and beautiful as the
day I walked away. Now I'm back, ready to seek vengeance against the one man
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who wronged me. My rival. Her father. If her father wants war, he'll get a war.
Kidnapping his daughter is the key to my ultimate revenge.

Area of Influence
A rare Christmas full moon, a mislead alpha werewolf, love & betrayal, and a magic
spell Constantine Once upon a time, I was madly in love with Camelia. Our families
belonged to rival werewolf clans, and our union was doomed from the start, but I
didn’t care. I was young and foolish and believed love conquered all and we’d have
our happily ever after. I chose her. She married the Roman werewolf her family
had chosen for her. Her betrayal almost killed me. Shunned by my family and crazy
with grief, I asked a warlock to put a spell on me. The request was simple. I asked
for my soulmate’s bonds to be revoked. The price was astronomical. If Camelia and
I will ever be close again, I’ll die by the next full moon. So, I put an ocean between
us and moved to Seattle. Only, Camelia is here in the city, and the full moon is
tomorrow, on Christmas Day… Camelia My father forced me to leave Constantine,
but more than a century has passed, and I’m still hopelessly in love with him. I’ve
been looking for him ever since and never found him until I went to Seattle for
Quin’s wedding. His scent is everywhere, and I can feel Constantine’s presence
deep inside me. It’s the soulmate call. This time, nobody will separate us!
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Betrothed to the Dragon
The sexy, thrilling start to USA Today bestselling author J.K. Harper's DRAGON
MATES series! "The pages are so hot, they almost melted my reader." Dark,
dangerous dragon shifters who just need true love She is the key to his
treasure--but only if she can unlock his heart in time What alpha male dragon
shifter Sebastian Bernal wants, he gets. Betrayed once by a thieving woman, he
scorns love. His sole passion is to find his family's stolen gold treasures. But he
keeps getting distracted by a certain blonde bombshell--one who happens to be his
employee. Lacey Whitman loves her demanding job. She has no time for
men--although there's a dark, sexy one who tempts her to throw caution to the
wind. But super hot Sebastian has secrets, plus as her boss he's utterly off limits.
Yet he's a boss who's turning out to be very irresistible Yet even as her own desire
melts Sebastian's defenses, danger threatens them both. She's his fated mate--but
only if she can unlock his shattered heart. And time is running out.

My Dragon Lord (Broken Souls 1) - Dragon Shifter Paranormal
Romance
★★★★★ "Slade and Everly’s story was so very touching. Of all the brothers, I loved
Slade best.” ★★★★★ A woman trapped by the stigma of the past Fox shifter
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Everly always ends up cornered and cowering. Growing up shunned by more
dominant shifter species taught her there's no such thing as real community—or
true love. But she's always secretly longed for the sexiest, most dominant bear
shifter aroundeven though he almost destroyed her family. A bear shifter who can't
forgive himself Wildland firefighter Slade Walker battles mountain flames for a
living and throws punches on the fight circuit for a release. Despite his easygoing,
joke-cracking ways, this wounded bear is still plagued by a terrible decision he
once made—a decision that also ruined any chance he had with foxy, fascinating
Everly. Yet he can't imagine life without the sweetly sensual vixen by his side. A
shifter town on the brink of change. But when the sins of the past rise up to
threaten Everly, neither her hidden courage nor Slade's powerful defense can keep
her safe. The wild heart and bold hope of an entire town of shifters must rally
together for the protection of all, and to allow two battered hearts to finally dare
claim what they need most: each other. To the reader: This story is filled with heartpounding romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome hawt times. If you
love big ole grizzly bear shifters who have a soft spot for their fated mates, the
charming and funny details of a shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of
true love to always save the day, this book is for you. Silvertip Shifters Hunter's
Moon: Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane Taming Her Bear: Beckett Rescue
Bear: Cortez Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Christmas Night Bear:
Wyatt Superstar Bear: Bodhi (coming soon)
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The Bear's Unwanted Baby
It all leads up to this. All the questions are answered. All the secrets are revealed.
And all hell breaks loose. Scarlet Stanson, the owner of Shifting Sands Resort, has
spent decades guarding her secrets and her heart. Now both are at stake when she
discovers that her resort isn't the safe place she intended it to beand that the
arrogant lawyer she's been battling over the resort lease isn't the enemy she
thought he was. Dragon shifter Mal Moore has trained all his life for the fight he
knows is coming. But no training could prepare him for meeting the enigmatic
woman who has been obstructing his plans and no magic can save his heart when
he recognizes her as his destiny. TROPICAL DRAGON'S DESTINY is the hotly
anticipated conclusion of the off-beat and addictive Shifting Sands Resort series.
An ancient creature is waking and a storm is coming. Loyalty will be tested and
perceptions will be challenged in this epic story of suspense, betrayal, sacrifice and
love. Fans are raving about this unique series: ★★★★★ 'This whole series is full of
humor, suspense and a wide variety of people/animals to keep you coming back
for the next book.' ★★★★★ 'If only there was a resort like this I would book my
one way ticket today!' ★★★★★ 'I really love this series. The characters are
interesting and the stories are wonderful.' ★★★★★ 'One more great book in my
favorite series. Can't wait for the next one.' ★★★★★ 'Can't wait to see what Zoe
brings to the Shifting Sands Resort next!' ★★★★★ 'This is a Shifting Sands book, I
knew it would be good.' ★★★★★ 'Man! This series has been SO fun!' ★★★★★
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'This series is a gem and I'm delighted to recommend it to others.'

Loved by the Dragon (Stonefire Dragons #6)
Getting knocked up after a one night stand was not part of Julia's life plan. But
sometimes you have to take what life throws at you and now she plans to be the
best mother possible to her son Cody. One thing Julia did not know was that her
previous lover was actually a bear shifter named Shane. With no way of contacting
him she assumed she would never see him again and she also assumed that he
would not want the baby anyway. It seems she might have assumed wrong. Now
the baby is here and Shane has tracked her down. Could the Bear's unwanted baby
possibly be a lot more important then Julia ever realized?

Having Her Enemy's Secret Shifter Baby - Howls Romance
(Paranormal Shapeshifter
From NY Times & USA Today Bestselling Author Mandy M. Roth comes the much
anticipated next book in the Immortal Ops Series! Paranormal Shifter Vampire
Military Special Ops Romance Once a proud, fierce, alpha-male shifting operative
with the Immortal Ops, Lance Toov finds himself under the thumb of an evil master
vampire. Now a plaything, a god-like toy, he struggles with the tasks assigned to
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him. As his mind begins to break through the master vampire’s influence, a woman
comes along who changes all the rules, and ups the stakes in the most interesting
of ways. Is she his salvation or will she be his downfall? Genre: romance,
paranormal, shifter, military, special ops, vampire, werecat, werelion, alpha male,
werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous romance, romantic suspense, action
and adventure, shapeshifter, romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, Science Fiction &
Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards & Witches, Genetic Engineering, Fae,
wererat, werepanther, weretiger, hybrid,

Dragon Mates Books 1-3 (Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance
Box Set)
Sexy cowboy Brady Grant belongs in Rachel's past. But after a final round of
chemotherapy fails to cure her son's leukemia, she's forced to hunt down the man
who broke her heart. Her only hope of saving her son is to convince his father to
undergo a dangerous operation. But before she can ask for his help, she must
reveal the secret she's been hiding for four years. Brady's stunned by Rachel's
deception, but he can't contain his bear's carnal response to the BBW's seductive
curves. While he struggles to forgive her secret, he must risk his own life to save
his son's. This is the first book in the paranormal bear romance series - Curvy Bear
Ranch. This is a stand-alone book with no cliffhangers. Love scenes are fully
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realized and at times include explicit language.

Billionaire Bear's Bride
A billionaire lion shifter fighting to fill the hole in his heart + a curvy reporter on an
undercover assignment + an island paradise where all is not as it seems = one
dangerously hot romance.Curvy Chloe Kent worked her ass off to get a
housekeeping job on Harper Island. The island is practically paradise: white
beaches, blue skies, luxury facilities and it's all a lie. Just like her. She's not a
cleaner desperate for work; she's a reporter, hot on the trail of the scoop of a
lifetime. But what she finds on the island is beyond anything she ever
imagined.Billionaire lion shifter Mathis Delacourt has everything any man could
want. But there's something missing: an emptiness inside him that nothing can fill.
He's left his old life behind, pretending to be a down-on-his-luck bruiser. Fighting,
adrenaline-it fills the hole for a while, but leaves him feeling emptier than before.
When a mysterious benefactor invites him to his private fight club on a remote
island, Mathis jumps at the chance to fight other shifters. Is this the challenge he's
been looking for?Chloe and Mathis don't find what they're looking for on the island,
but they do find each other just in time for the trap to close.The island's owner
lures shifters to his private resort so he can force them to fight for his
entertainment. And he never lets anyone leave.Chloe is everything Mathis was
searching for, and the island's owner knows it. Can their love survive, when it's
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used as a weapon to control them?Lion's Betrayal is an edge-of-your-seat lion
shifter romance. No cliffhangers!

Becoming Dragon
From USA Today bestselling author Sky Corgan comes a wartime romance that will
have you swooning and fanning yourself. I invaded her country, but I'm going to
invade more than that. FynnI caught the silhouette of a woman out of the corner of
my eye when I was carrying out an execution.She could have been a spy, so I had
no choice but to follow her.When I cornered her in an abandoned house, I knew I
had to have her.AnyaI'm just trying to survive this bloody war.When I heard men's
voices on the other side of the fence, I couldn't help but be curious.The sound of
gunshots sent me scurrying back to my camp. I never expected to be followed.Now
this handsome stranger is demanding that I come with him. He says that the only
way to save me is to let him put a baby inside me. I've never been with a man
before, but when he looks at me with those hungry eyes, it's hard to say no. It
doesn't hurt that he's a handsome prince.Heat level: Smokin' HotDirty Prince is a
super romantic stand-alone novel. If you thought chivalry was dead, this book will
reignite it in your soul.

Ice Bear Shifters
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Billionaire shifter Morgan Rosemont’s family just showed up in Silver Peak for a
surprise visit, and he’s in big trouble. Morgan had lied and told them he was
engaged, which means he needs a mate, fast The last person he should turn to is
is smart-mouthed curvy secretary Valerie, because she’s the only one who
threatens his hard-won self control. So why does he find himself calling her in to
his office and making a deal with the devil? Valerie Dickinson has had it with
working for shifters – and working for Morgan Rosemont, most of all. He’s rude,
he’s arrogant, and he can’t see that his full figured secretary is secretly in love
with him. She’s already accepted a new job when Morgan makes her an offer she
can’t refuse. Pretend to be his mate through the holiday season, and he’ll bail out
her grandparents failing business. Now, all she has to do is sleep chastely in the
same bed with the sexiest wolf in Montana, prevent his snooty mother from
starting a war with the local humans, and figure out who’d rather see her dead
than mated to Morgan Rosemont.

Christmas in Angels Rest
After moving to a new town days before Christmas, an adventurous boy named
Eddie becomes suspicious after learning that no one in the town seems to be
aware of the fact that Christmas is just around the corner. Always the curious
adventurer and young spy, Eddie decides that he must investigate this suspicious
situation. It doesn't take him long to stumble upon some "shady characters" and
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accidentally take a whirlwind ride through a portal that lands him in, of all places,
the North Pole. There he learns about Santa's special task force of Elf Rangers, the
protectors of Christmas. Eddie also learns of the evil Shadow Shifters who are
stealing the memory of Christmas from his new town. Eddie is courageous and
daring, but the danger that lies ahead may be too much. Eddie might be in over his
head.

The Troublemaker Next Door
An Immortal Christmas
A forbidden Student Teacher affair that will heat up your kindle and melt your
hearts. Study, eat, and repeat. For the life of a medical student Marley Murphy has
her work cut out for her. To make matters worse, her professor Houston Dale is
one of the hardest teachers around. His sole purpose is to make each student
suffer. When Marley is asked to be his assistant for the semester forbidden sparks
will fly between them. Houston Dale hates teaching Anatomy. With a secret past
he won't let anyone get too close. But, when his assistant lives across an alleyway
and he can see all the naughty things she does in her bedroom at night, Houston
can't contain himself. Forced to choose between his past and present, will Houston
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be able to be strong enough to withstand the temptation of his student? This is a
forbidden Professor/Student affair. Get ready as Houston and Marley heat up the
pages and your hearts.A Standalone with no cheating, and no cliffhanger.

Study Me
A Publishers Weekly TOP 10 ROMANCE for Spring 2014 "Harte includes an amazing
storyline filled with strong-willed characters and a reluctant love affair. The love
scenes will make readers sweat, and Harte does an awesome job of visually
painting the picture of the two lead characters."-RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars, TOP
PICK! He's not into relationships. She's done with idiots. But where there are
friendssometimes there are benefits. And sometimes the boy next door might be
just what you need at the end of every day. It's been the day from hell for Maddie
Gardner. Instead of offering a promotion, her boss made a pass. She quit, and then
got dumped by her lukewarm boyfriend. She's in the middle of a foul-mouthed
meltdown when she notices her gorgeous green-eyed neighbor standing her in her
kitchen. Flynn McCauley never thought he'd be so cliché as to fall for the girl next
door. But when he shows up to fix the sink in Maddie's apartment, he finds himself
completely captivated. When a ride home turns into more, Maddie and Flynn
decide to keep things strictly casual-until Flynn wants more. But to get it he'll have
to convince Maddie to give him a real shot. An exquisite blend of humor and heat,
The Troublemaker Next Door is a refreshing sexy contemporary romance. Fans of
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Marie Force, Samantha Young, Robin Kaye, and Julie James are sure to be
enchanted by this no-strings-attached relationship that becomes far more precious
than expected. The McCauley Brothers Contemporary Romance Series: The
Troublemaker Next Door (Book 1) How to Handle a Heartbreaker (Book 2) Ruining
Mr. Perfect (Book 3) What to Do with a Bad Boy (Book 4)

Loved by the Dragon Collection
A sexy fireman broken from his last rescue. A beautiful bear shifter hiding from her
family’s fame. When magical secrets are discovered, will their love stand strong
after the smoke clears? Dean Michaelson loved being a firefighter until he was
injured on duty. When his new job as a fire inspector takes him to the ice hotel
where Donna works, he fears he's stumbled upon a nuclear deathtrap. Suspecting
the lusciously curvy manager, Donna, is hiding the truth, Dean has no choice but to
investigate on his own, unaware he is entering an underworld of danger and magic.
Will the attraction building between Dean and Donna be extinguished before it has
a chance to spark? The brilliant bear shifter Donna Mechka is a billionaire in hiding,
working the desk at a magical ice hotel. She wants to throw aside the reputation of
her wealthy family and find somebody who loves her for her mind, not her money.
When a human ex-firefighter, Dean, walks into her hotel on Christmas Eve, it
seems she might have found the man of her dreams. But when Dean's
investigations bring him closer to discovering the hotel's magical secrets, Donna
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must decide which is more important: protecting the hotel, or her budding love.
Alpha’s Christmas Flame is a holiday, paranormal romance novella in the “Bear
Shifter Billionaire” series, a set of stand-alone stories that sizzle and satisfy. If you
like brave pixies, smoldering strip poker, and holiday heat, then you’ll love this
breathtaking book. Buy Alpha’s Christmas Flame to feel the heat today!

Eddie Versus the Shadow Shifters
My body wants to say yes to this billionaire dragon shifter. But to mate Lucas is to
condemn him to death.

Bonded to the Dragon
Dark, dangerous dragon shifters who just need true love ***COMPLETE SERIES!***
Three full-length novels by a USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR! ★★★★★ “Wellplotted out, superb and extremely entertaining.” -Night Owl Reviews, 5-star Top
Pick DAZZLED (Book 1) Seduction. Mystery. And treachery A billionaire dragon
shifter on a desperate hunt. The fated mate who can save him. Sizzling tension
binds Sebastian and Lacey together—but time is about to run out. THRILLED (Book
2) Passion. Secrets. And danger… Devastating loss haunts water dragon shifter Kai
Long—until he meets spirited underwater archeologist Gabi Santos. But she has a
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terrible secret. The kind that can wreck any chance for true loveforever. BURNED
(Book 3) Heat. Intrigue. And magic… Beauty & the beast—with dragons! Fate
brought scarred dragon shifter Ash and warrior-hearted book conservator Teagan
together, but their love may turn out to be a double-edged sword To the reader:
This box set is filled with hot times, delicious romance, and the dangerous secret
world of dragon shifters. If you love shifters, bright lights in the big city, and the
beautiful power of love to always triumph in the end, these books are for you.
Other books by J.K. Harper: Dragon Mates Dazzled - Sebastian & Lacey Thrilled Kai & Gabi Burned - Ash & Teagan Wicked Wolf Shifters Volume 1: Cassandra &
Trevor's story Surrendered to the Pack - Part 1 Claimed by the Pack - Part 2 Taken
by the Pack - Part 3 Mated to the Pack - Part 4 Volume 2: Tamsin & Jackson's story
Ruled by the Pack - Part 5 Hunted by the Pack - Part 6 Destined for the Pack - Part
7 - coming soon Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf Hunting Wolf Wild
Wolf Solstice Wolf Christmas Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf Rogue
Wolf (coming soon) Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this
scorching hot dragon shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex scenes, alpha
male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love between dragon fated
mates: a kingdom of exiles academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love
alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution attack by magic dragon's gift awakening
dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love crime of magic
dragon's gift crimes against magic dark lover dark stranger the dream desired by
the wolf dragon warrior falling for a wolf first bite garden of the wolf golden age
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greyriver shifters halfway to the grave hotbloods Kate Daniels’ Magic Series luna
proxy master of magic dragon's gift moon lovers natural mage natural witch
obsidian son protected mate raised in fire shadow keeper shadow kissed twisted
fate undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger wolf lake wolf’s secret baby
Keywords related to this scorching hot, romantic dragon shifter series: 21st
Century, Action Adventure, Adventure Books, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals &
Nature, Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling Series, Billionaire, Book, Box Set,
Boxed Set, Collection, Contemporary, Current, Dragon Mates, Dragon Romance,
Dragon Shifter, Dragons, ebook, Epic Fantasy, Essential Reads, Fantasy Books,
Fantasy Romance Books, Fantasy Romance, Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mates,
Feisty Heroine, Happy Ever After, HEA, Heroine, Hot Romance, Hot Sexy Read,
Interracial, J.K. Harper Books, J.K. Harper, Love Story, Magical Adventures,
Millionaire, Multicultural, Mythology and Folklore, Paranormal Fantasy Books,
Paranormal Romance Books, Paranormal Romance Series, Paranormal Romance,
Paranormal, Popular Series, Racy Romance, Rich, Romance Books, Romance
eBook, Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romantic Suspense, Seduction, Sensual,
Series, Sexy, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Shifter Romance, Shifter Series, City
Romance, Story, Supernatural and Occult, Supernatural, Suspense, Suspenseful
Read, Thriller, Top Rated Books, Top Romance Reads, USA Today Bestselling
Author, Wealthy, Werewolves and Shifters, Women's Fiction

Taming Her Bear: Beckett
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First in a thrilling new series from USA Today bestseller Terry Spear featuring the
hot, powerful Wolff brothers! A wolf on a mission needs a partnereven if it's only
for one date The hot, powerful Wolff brothers have moved to the outskirts of Silver
Town and opened a ski lodge. They've always wanted to live in a wolf-controlled
area, and now they have their chance. They're settling in for a quiet winter, when
their lives suddenly become way more exciting than they'd ever planned. Private
Investigator and gray wolf shifter Nicole Grayson is hot on the trail of a dangerous
criminal hiding out at the ski lodge when her partner takes ill and must leave her to
pursue the mission alone. Blake Wolff steps in—he can't resist the allure of this
brilliant and focused she-wolf whose presence awakens a long dormant yearning in
his heart. As pursuit of their quarry heats up, Blake has a mission of his ownto
convince Nicole that there's more to life than workand that she's his perfect mate.
Praise for Terry Spear: "Deliciousa thrilling good time." —Fresh Fiction for All's Fair
in Love and Wolf "Loaded with passion, action and mystery Terry Spear is an
amazing storyteller." —Night Owl Reviews for All's Fair in Love and Wolf "Humor,
mystery, and romance. I recommend giving this book a read." —Harlequin Junkie
for Between a Wolf and a Hard Place "Essential reading for werewolf-romance
fans." —Booklist for Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply

Dazzled
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Bear billionaires fight for their true mates This action-packed series combines
strong men, confident women, and smoldering love scenes into a magical,
multidimensional world that tantalizes the senses. Alpha's Heir: Orson is running
from commitment. Casey just wants to cook amazing food. When their paths
collide, the effect is delicious. This novella includes sassy curvy women,
drool¬worthy cooking, exciting bear attacks, and a love so hot it sizzles. Alpha's
Mates: Cleo is an Alpha and CEO of her own wildly successful company. Titus and
Connor own a ranch sanctuary for supernatural creatures. When Cleo is stranded
at their ranch, the sparks literally fly. This sizzling novella for mature readers
involves a literal roll in the hay, wet and wild firefighting, and a love that's magical
to the power of three. Alpha's Domain: This paranormal romance for adults
includes sexy bear shifters, interfering supernatural bartenders, explosive magic
training, and a workplace romance so hot it will melt even the coldest heart. Set in
the same world as AJ Tipton's "Her Elemental Viking" series, the "Bear Shifter
Billionaire" series includes such memorable characters as Lola (the mysterious,
supernatural bartender who knows more than she'll ever tell), Audrey (a witch with
a skill at matchmaking) and a whole cast of lovable, supernatural creatures.

Dragons' Jewel: Paranormal Dragon Romance
Gianna Harris doesn't think twice when joining a program seeking surrogates for an
alien shifter planet whose female population was decimated during war. It's better
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than grieving a mother who doesn't remember her. With tears, Gianna says her
goodbyes then travels to planet Daeria where she meets not one, but two sexy
dragons who claim she's their mate.As the dragon king and leader of the shifter
council, Voss has a duty to rebuild the planet after a shifter war destroyed
everything. The surrogate program was supposed to be simple. The female
volunteers are assigned to the shifter species they want and are not forced to do
anything they don't want. When Voss caught the scent of one of the first females
to arrive at the spaceport, he and his best friend, Azar, break a few rules to claim
their true mate. They steal her away from the wolves she was assigned to. And a
particular wolf wants her badly enough to start another war if she isn't turned
over.Readers: This is a smokin' new series with badass dragons and sassy women
that will keep you on your toes. If you like menage, get to reading.

Firefighter Bear: Slade
A Christmas-loving dragon + an overworked retail assistant who hates the holidays
+ five days to win his mate's heart before a curse destroys his life = a Christmas
clash with a heart-warming happy ever after. Jasper Heartwell needs to find a mate
before Christmas. Jasper is a dragon on a mission. If he doesn't find his mate by his
twenty-fifth birthday, he'll lose his ability to shift, and be stuck as either a human
or a dragon forever. Luckily, his birthday is on Christmas Day. What woman could
resist the spark of romance during the most wonderful time of the year? Abigail
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George hates Christmas. Most wonderful time of the year? Curvy Abigail learned
long ago what a lie that is. She hates the fake snow, the cheesy carols, the hordes
of shoppers that save their Christmas cheer for everyone except shop
workers--and most of all, she hates going home to her empty apartment on
Christmas Eve. Jasper knows Abigail's the one for him the moment he sees her. But
can the Christmas dragon win his mate's heart, when Christmas is the one thing
she hates the most? A Mate for the Christmas Dragon is a steaming hot standalone
dragon shifter romance. HEA guaranteed!

Tropical Dragon's Destiny
At Port of Ursa in Kodiak Island Alaska, the Sterling brothers are kind of a big deal.
Self-made billionaires, they expanded their late father's little backwoods camping
supply shop into a nationwide chain of retail outfitter stores. They have it
allalmost. Lately their bears are searchinghungry and restlesstrying to find their
mates. *Billionaire Bear's Bride (Colton)* *Bear's Flamingo Bride (Wyatt)* *Military
Bear's Mate (Tucker)* WARNING: THESE STORIES ARE NOT INTENDED FOR
READERS UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE. This is a steamy paranormal werebear bear
shifter fantasy romance series with an HEA and no cliffhangers. Fans of Zoe Chant,
Terry Bolryder, Harmony Raines and T.S. Joyce may like this shapeshifter series.
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You Had Me at Wolf
★★★★★ “Outstanding chemistry.” ★★★★★ “Totally mesmerizing.” ★★★★★ “J.K.
Harper's wonderful way of drawing the reader in and keeping them in is second to
none." Dazzled “I could NOT put it down. This is one sexy mesmerizing love story.”
“OH MY GOODNESS!!!! I absolutely loved it. Everything about it was amazing
especially the chemistry between Sebastian and Lacey.” Dark dragon shifter
Sebastian must find his family's stolen legacies, or he will die. Curvy human Lacey
is his fated mate—but only if she can unlock his shattered heart in time. Thrilled "A
water dragon that can also fly, sign me up! Kai is my new book boyfriend!" “The
story was well-plotted out, superb and extremely entertaining.” -Night Owl
Reviews, 5-star Top Pick Devastating loss destroyed the heart and powers of
gorgeous water dragon shifter Kai. Sexy daredevil Gabi is his mate—but she has a
dangerous secret that might mean his total destruction. Burned “The perfect level
of heat with a nail biting ending, I couldn’t put it down.” “I love Teagan and Ash! …
They are each carrying scars, Teagan’s on the inside and Ash’s on the outside. … I
loved seeing them open up to each other.” Beauty & the beastwith dragons! Fate
brought scarred dragon shifter Ash and nerdy girl Teagan together, but their love
may be a double-edged sword To the reader: This story is filled with hawt times,
sexy romance, and the dangerous secret world of dragon shifters. If you love
shifters, bright lights in the big city, and the power of wild love to always triumph
in the end, this box set is for you. Dragon Mates, Boxed Set, Romance Box Set,
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Bestselling Series, Paranormal Romance, Shifter Romance, Shapeshifter Romance
With Sex, Interracial Romance, Dragon Shifter Romance, Dragon Romance,
Billionaire Romance, Beauty and the Beast, New Adult Romance, Romance eBook,
Romance Series, Top Romance Reads, Fantasy Romance, Dragon Romance, Hot
Romance, Alpha Hero, Feisty Heroine, USA Today Bestselling Author, J.K. Harper,
Dragons, Dragon-Shifter

Bryn (Dragon Hearts 3)
Colton Sterling is a brilliant business strategist, adrenaline junkie, self-made
billionaire, and Kodiak grizzly bear shifter. Colton has no plans to settle down. Not,
that is, until he sees the beautiful Hannah Cooper. His mate.Hannah is a smart,
curvy, bold doctor, who is way out of her league in the Alaskan wilderness. Lucky
for her she'll be outta here tomorrow.Colton has just 24 hours to make Hannah fall
in love with him before she returns to the lower 48.Can he rise to the
challenge?THIS BOOK IS NOT INTENDED FOR READERS UNDER 18.

Saved by the Billionaire Lion Shifter
This box set contains three stories and over 120,000 words. Each story contains an
exclusive bonus chapter from the hero's POV. Saved by the Dragon Chloe Ellis'
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decision to celebrate the end of a turbulent relationship sends her off for a
weekend of hiking and bonding with Mother Nature. When a rainstorm strikes
during a spontaneous mountain climb, she has no choice but to seek shelter - and
become hopelessly lost within a dank and dismal cave system. There's one more
problem: her golden-eyed, incredibly sexy rescuer isn't the average hiker. He's also
a dragon. Mated by the Dragon Chloe's life takes another dramatic turn that brings
her and her dragon to her home in Houston, Texas. From there, her future with
Saul becomes dicey as shadowy forces in the draconic world object to their new
union. Taming the Dragon When Marceline Vargas agrees to join her friend Chloe
for an island vacation in Mexico, she's ready for fun in the sun and an escape from
her hectic career. After crossing paths with the resort's owner, she discovers the
billionaire dragon shifter is a charismatic enigma -- sexist but kind-hearted,
intimidating and generous. Can his chauvinistic patterns be tamed? Marcy intends
to find out. KEYWORDS: Dragons, Dragon-shifters, shapeshifters, alphas,
billionaires, alpha billionaire, weredragon, strong female character

Dragon Mates Books 1-3 (Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance
Series)
Ky the Searcher wants nothing more than to save his dying clan. Women are few
and far between for the Dragons of Zambonia. With so few females born, it is now
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time to search for suitable mates amongst the covens of the planet. Ky and his
ranger brothers have been dispersed to the four corners of the planet, tasked to
find women both honorable and worthy to be dragons’ mates. But, at the first
village, he finds a diamond in rough. His life mate. The witches of Willow’s coven
might be so beautiful they make a man forget his name, but below the exterior is
little more than vanity and pettiness. Men come from far and wide to mate with the
beauties. So why, when the Dragon Ky arrives, would he be any different? Why
would he possibly see anything past the plain woman whose beauty burns on the
inside? But the vulnerable within her coven rely on her. Can she take a step for
what she wants and leave them at risk? If Ky and Willow can get through a wall of
opposition with a little help from a interfering otter familiar, they might find what
they each thought never to have. True love

Shadow Kisses
She’s stumbled into a lair of desperate dragons—and she’s just the thing they
need. I really messed this up. Pinned to the floor by a billionaire playboy, caught
stealing files from his computer. “I’m trying to decide whether to kiss you or lock
you up,” he says. “Kiss me, and there will be blood. Not mine, either.” He just
smiles. Rich, powerful, probably used to getting anything he wants. I’m just here to
find my sister—I suspect he and his band of playboys have trafficked her and who
knows how many others. I’m here for them too. Eventually. But now I’m shackled
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to the wall in his dungeon—a literal dungeon in a literal castle tucked in one of the
Thousand Islands at the border of Canada. I really messed this up. Ember’s a hotshot reporter. Niko’s the sexy Lord of the Lair determined to find his soul mate…
and he’ll do whatever it takes to save his people from extinction. My Dragon Lord
is a steamy dragon shifter romance that’ll heat up the sheets with love and warm
your heart with dragonfire. KEYWORDS: shapeshifter romance with sex, dragon
shifter romance, paranormal romance, shifter romance free, new adult romance,
romance ebook, free romance series starters, top romance reads, fantasy
romance, paranormal elements, start a new series, romance fiction, top ebooks in
romance, top ebooks in paranormal, romance books free, romance free, free books

Burned: Dragon Mates 3 (Dragon Shifter Romance Series)
*First in a Best-Selling Series, First Time in Print!* What's worse than being hunted
down and killed? Being married to a dragon.

Dirty Prince
My fate is commanded by a dragon. He's the one who helped me escape the fairy
queen. I thought I was free. But instead of letting me go¿ This sculpted rock of a
man made me his prisoner. He had an impossible condition. I would help him get
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his revenge in exchange for my freedom. But his piercing eyes made me wonder if
I even wanted to leave. One touch and I knew I belonged to his man. I knew I was
never meant to have him. But the curve of his dangerous smile imprisoned me
more than I already was. How am I going to escape now?

Taken
In Northern Alaska, the temperatures are cold but the Shifters are hot! Join them
for action, adventure, and sizzling romance! For the first time ever, the complete
Ice Bear Shifters series from bestselling author Sloane Meyers is available in one
steamy, action-packed anthology. Follow this clan of sexy polar bear shifters as
they beat back the threat of a rival clan, finding romance and lifemates along the
way. This compilation includes all seven novellas from the series: Bearing the
Frozen Night Bearing the Whiteout Bearing the Midnight Sun Bearing the Black Ice
Bearing the Late Thaw Bearing the Frostbite Bearing the Long Road Home Each
story follows a different couple, includes a happily ever after ending, and can be
read as a standalone. And don't let the Arctic Location fool you-the Ice Bears of
Glacier Point know how to heat things up!

Alpha’s Christmas Flame: A BBW Paranormal Romance
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You're in the right place if you love dark and dangerous shifters. These billionaire
heroes searching for their fated mates would make you drool.Read FREE in Kindle
Unlimited! Devastatingly ripped billionaire dragon shifters intent on conquest.
Independent heroines in search of their own destinies. Tropes you can't resist:
arranged marriage, reunion romance, and enemies-to-lovers, reforged into stories
of unexpected love, magic and adventure that could only be told in modern day
America. These wickedly sexy dragon shifters will stop at nothing to claim their
fated mates.This special boxed collection includes three explicitly dragon-ferocious
romance novellas:BETROTHED TO THE DRAGON (Book 1)What's worse than being
hunted down and killed?Being married to a dragon.BELONGING TO THE DRAGON
(Book 2)My body wants to say yes to this billionaire dragon shifter.But to mate
Lucas is to condemn him to death.BONDED TO THE DRAGON (Book 3)I thought he
was helping me escapeInstead, he imprisoned me all for himself.This boxed set is
filled with heat, danger, and the secret world of dragon shifters. If you love shifters,
adventure, and the power of love, these books are for you.

Belonging to the Dragon
★★★★★ "Sets the heart racing and keeps you wanting more." ★★★★★ "Absolute
joy to read!" ★★★★★ A dragon shifter who fled her past… Pix Camden hails from a
powerful line of dragon shifters, but she left their controlling ways behind long ago.
Now she lives by her wits, footloose and fancy-free. Yet something big is still
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missing—until she meets wild bear shifter Beckett and he tempts her restless
heart. A bear shifter out of control… Beckett North can hardly contain his unruly
bear on the best of days. Then he meets the captivating Pix. Even though she
soothes his savage beast, he can tell she’s hiding something from him, and it
threatens to drive his bear mad. Yet the fiery vixen is his mate—and he’ll do
whatever it takes to spend the rest of his life with her. To the reader: This story is
filled with heart-pounding romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome
hawt times. If you love big ole grizzly bear shifters who have a soft spot for their
fated mates, the charming and funny details of a shifter-filled small town, and the
beautiful power of true love to always save the day, this book is for you. Silvertip
Shifters Hunter's Moon: Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane Taming Her Bear:
Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Christmas
Night Bear: Wyatt Superstar Bear: Bodhi (coming soon)

Kodiak Island Shifters
**This is not a standalone story. Please read at least Seducing the Dragon
(Stonefire Dragons #2) first.** STONEFIRE DRAGONS #6 In Seducing the Dragon,
Evie and Bram found love in each other. Many trials have hit their clan since their
mating ceremony and they’ve worked together to make the world a better place
for Stonefire and other dragon-shifters in the UK. However, as Christmas and the
Winter Solstice draws near, complications arise and Evie goes into labor. Will Bram
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and Evie continue their happy ending and welcome their newest child? Or, will
something go wrong and fracture their family? 18,000 words (novella) with an HEA

Bear Shifter Billionaire
The Cowbear's Secret Christmas Baby
Bryn is the 3rd book in USA Today Bestselling and Amazon #1 author, Carole
Mortimer’s, NEW paranormal series, DRAGON HEARTS. Author’s Note: Beware of
very sexy alpha dragon shifters on the hunt for their fates mates! To say Brynis
reluctant when his sister-in-law, Chloe, asks him to act as bodyguard to her friend,
is an understatement. As a fifteen-hundred-year-old dragon shifter, very close to
becoming feral, he prefers to stay as far away from humans as possible. But none
of the Pendragon brothers can resist Chloe when she looks at them with those big
blue eyes. Including Bryn. Tegan doesn’t know what to make of the taciturn grouch
her friend Chloe has asked to accompany her to New York as her bodyguard. Yes,
Tegan’s ex-boyfriend is being a creepy stalker, and she appreciates Chloe’s
concern. But that doesn’t change the fact Chloe’s brother-in-law, Bryn, is rude,
arrogant, and totally overbearing. He’s also hot as hell, and just being around him
makes Tegan’s panties wet! Bryn can’t seem to resist her either, and it isn’t long
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before the passion between the two of them blazes hot and strong. Even so, Tegan
senses he’s hiding something, she just has no idea what that something is. Can
Bryn keep Tegan safe from her ex-boyfriend? More importantly, should Tegan
really allow herself to fall in love with Bryn, a man so intensely sexual neither she
nor her heart have any defences against him?

Beloved Dragon Mate
Book 3 in the DRAGON MATES series by USA Today Bestselling Author J.K. Harper
★★★★★ “The perfect level of heat with a nail biting ending, I couldn’t put it
down!” ★★★★★ Heat. Intrigue. And magic… Fate brought damaged fire dragon
shifter Ash and warrior-hearted book conservator Teagan together, but their love
may be a double-edged sword Fire dragon shifter Ash Connolly hides his scarred
body from the world. Burned in an accident, the reclusive billionaire sentenced
himself to a life of solitude. Yet when he meets a mysterious beauty, he's tempted
to bare his soul in hopes she will see the lonely man beneath the grotesque beast.
Tasked with repairing a priceless manuscript, rare book conservator Teagan
Lambert is drawn to its sexy owner. A thousand illicit cravings smolder in her
dreams, but an extraordinary man like Ash would never notice a bookworm like
her, despite the fierce passion in her soul. But she is about to discover a dangerous
hidden world filled with ancient magic, oracles of destiny, and a stunning dragon
shifter man who tempts her lonely heart. Yet even as the blazing desire between
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them reveals a destined shared story, a deadly enemy plots a final ending To the
reader: This book is filled with hot times, delicious romance, and the dangerous
secret world of dragon shifters. If you love shifters, bright lights in the big city, and
the beautiful power of love to always triumph in the end, this read is for you. Other
books by J.K. Harper: Dragon Mates Dazzled - Sebastian & Lacey Thrilled - Kai &
Gabi Burned - Ash & Teagan Wicked Wolf Shifters Volume 1: Cassandra & Trevor's
story Surrendered to the Pack - Part 1 Claimed by the Pack - Part 2 Taken by the
Pack - Part 3 Mated to the Pack - Part 4 Volume 2: Tamsin & Jackson's story Ruled
by the Pack - Part 5 Hunted by the Pack - Part 6 Destined for the Pack - Part 7 coming soon Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf Hunting Wolf Wild Wolf
Solstice Wolf Christmas Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf Rogue Wolf
(coming soon) Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this
scorching hot dragon shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex scenes, alpha
male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love between dragon fated
mates: a kingdom of exiles academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love
alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution attack by magic dragon's gift awakening
dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love crime of magic
dragon's gift crimes against magic dark lover dark stranger the dream desired by
the wolf dragon warrior falling for a wolf first bite garden of the wolf golden age
greyriver shifters halfway to the grave hotbloods Kate Daniels’ Magic Series luna
proxy master of magic dragon's gift moon lovers natural mage natural witch
obsidian son protected mate raised in fire shadow keeper shadow kissed twisted
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fate undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger wolf lake wolf’s secret baby
Keywords related to this scorching hot, romantic dragon shifter series: 21st
Century, Action Adventure, Adventure Books, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals &
Nature, Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling Series, Billionaire, Book,
Contemporary, Current, Dragon Mates, Dragon Romance, Dragon Shifter, Dragons,
ebook, Epic Fantasy, Essential Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy Romance Books,
Fantasy Romance, Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine, Happy
Ever After, HEA, Heroine, Hot Romance, Hot Sexy Read, J.K. Harper Books, J.K.
Harper, Love Story, Magical Adventures, Millionaire, Mythology and Folklore,
Paranormal Fantasy Books, Paranormal Romance Books, Paranormal Romance
Series, Paranormal Romance, Paranormal, Popular Series, Racy Romance, Rich,
Romance Books, Romance eBook, Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romantic
Suspense, Seduction, Sensual, Series, Sexy, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex,
Shifter Romance, Shifter Series, City Romance, Story, Supernatural and Occult,
Supernatural, Suspense, Suspenseful Read, Thriller, Top Rated Books, Top
Romance Reads, USA Today Bestselling Author, Wealthy, Werewolves and Shifters,
Women's Fiction

Fourth Fight, A Sweet & Sour Mystery (Alpha Werewolf Shifter
Romance)
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Thrills and chills are in store for our alpha heroes and daring heroines this spooky
October at the enchanted shop All Hallow’s Needs. Whether tricked or treated, our
couples will discover that a shifter’s mate is in the stars… Shadow Kisses is a
boxed set of ALL NEW short stories set in Zodiac Shifters, a collection of books with
an astrological spin on love. From Aries to Virgo… discover all-new tales of
paranormal romance and urban fantasy. Our world features New York Times, USA
Today, and other bestselling authors. Warning: Shadow Kisses is all about the sexy
Zodiac Shifters who rendezvous for a sexy Halloween tryst. And it's our gift to you
Includes: A Witch’s Haunting by Crystal Dawn Moon Kissed by C.D. Gorri Expect Me
to Serve by McKayla Schutt Reconciled by Beth Caudill Tricked or Treated Dragon
Mates by Dominque Eastwick and Melissa Thomas

A Mate for the Christmas Dragon
A Christmas collection! The Domingo family -- two brothers and their parents -learn the meaning of Christmas in three holiday novellas, now bound together in
one box set. Happy Howlidays! (Previously published in the "Shifters in Love"
holiday anthologies.) Includes: WISH UPON A WEREWOLF Annie Belle hitchhiked to
Angels Rest with one dangerous Christmas wish: to be bitten by a werewolf. Blaze
Domingo swore he’d never take a mate, and the dead of winter is the wrong
season for mating. But Annie is making all of his silent wishes come true.
COYOTE'S CHRISTMAS KISS Dena Begay has always yearned for wolf shifter Easton
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Domingo, but he left Angels Rest years ago and never looked back. Now he’s home
for the holidays and she needs his help searching for the town’s missing Christmas
tree. Maybe her coyote spirit will find a way to sneak into his heart. DREAMING OF
A WOLF CHRISTMAS Bitten and changed—betrayed—by her high school
sweetheart, Solange Domingo has spent the last twenty years denying her
wolf…and her love. Now her grandchildren are celebrating their first Christmas,
and her mate has returned to the little town of Angels Rest, maybe for the last
time. Can the sweetness of the season melt away an old bitterness at last? If you
like: Wolf werewolf coyote shifter shapeshifter, small town magic Four Corners
Colorado Arizona Utah New Mexico, first love second chance at love friends to
lovers new adult, action adventure over 50+ mature romance, fast short reads true
love fated mates, paranormal fantasy magic romance, holiday Christmas reunion
family
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